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ABSTRACT
Histopathology slides are one of the most applicable resources for pathology studies. As observation of these kinds of slides even by
skillful pathologists is a tedious and time‑consuming activity, computerizing this procedure aids the experts to have faster analysis with
more case studies per day. In this paper, an automatic mitosis detection system (AMDS) for breast cancer histopathological slide images
is proposed. In the proposed AMDS, the general phases of an automatic image based analyzer are considered and in each phase, some
special innovations are employed. In the pre‑processing step to segment the input digital histopathology images more precisely, 2D
anisotropic diffusion filters are applied to them. In the training segmentation phase, the histopathological slide images are segmented
based on RGB contents of their pixels using maximum likelihood estimation. Then, the mitosis and non‑mitosis candidates are processed
and hence that their completed local binary patterns are extracted object‑wise. For the classification phase, two subsequently non‑linear
support vector machine classifiers are trained pixel‑wise and object‑wise, respectively. For the evaluation of the proposed AMDS,
some object and region based measures are employed. Having computed the evaluation criteria, our proposed method performs more
efficient according to f‑measure metric (70.94% for Aperio XT scanner images and 70.11% for Hamamatsu images) than the methods
proposed by other participants at Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest in breast cancer histopathological images. The experimental results show the
higher performance of the proposed AMDS compared with other competitive systems proposed in Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest.

Key words: Automatic mitosis detection system, completed local binary pattern, histopathology, maximum likelihood estimation,
object‑ and pixel‑wise feature extraction, support vector machine

INTRODUCTION
Early years of the last century with the pervasive attention
paid to diseases such as various types of cancers, pathologists
and clinicians have moved toward proposing some aiding
careers for better diagnosis (disease identification),
prognosis (disease evolution outcomes prediction) and
theragnosis (therapy outcomes prediction). One of such
careers is based on the study of carcinoma tissues and their
related characteristics. To discriminate and highlight these
features, special techniques such as fixing the biopsied tissue
by formalin, tissue processing, sectioning and staining them
by a different type of organic dyes such as hematoxyline and
eosin (H and E) are employed by pathologists.[1] The breast
cancer pathology slides are also the results of H and E
stained paraffin‑fixed blocks of breast biopsied tissue
specimens. In the continuous of such studies, pathologists
use microscopic observations usually with diverse
resolution frames obtained using microscopic acquisition to

grade the carcinoma. In particular for breast cancer grading,
there is a popular grading system named as Elston and Ellis
or Nottingham grading system (NGS) which is a modified
version of previous standard system, Scarff, Bloom and
Richarson.[2] NGS is highly recommended by World Health
Organization as the most organized and feasible grading
system for breast cancer.[3,4] In NGS, three morphological
components must be assessed by pathologists: (a) Tubule
formation (TF), (b) nuclear pleomorphism score (NPS) (based
on nuclei size, shape, chromatin intensity and localization)
and (c) mitotic counting. Mitosis count (MC) score represents
the number of Mitoses, i.e., the number of dividing nuclei
in four phases). MC is assessed in the peripheral areas of
the neoplasm. It is based on the number of mitoses per 10
high power fields (HPFs) which usually equals with ×40
magnification frames, i.e., high resolution frames.[3] MC must
be done in a more firm and rigorous fashion than TF’s and
NPS’s. In NGS, mitotic counting is scored according to the
number of mitotic figures per 10 consecutively microscopic
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HPFs (×40) of histological images as: Score 1: 0‑9 mitoses;
Score 2: 10‑19 mitoses; and Score 3: >19 mitoses.[4,5]
Among all of these factors, the MC is the most complicated
and vigorous procedure which needs significantly high
profession and better experience for their detection. In
spite of great advances in histopathological image analysis
by professional pathologists, there are many researches
and studies for the establishment of computer‑aided
diagnosis (CAD) utilities to avoid dispersion in inter‑ and
intra‑pathological observations.[6‑13]
In one of the most recent proposed methods for automatic
detection of mitoses in breast cancer histopathology
slide images, the contrast between mitotic pixels and
non‑mitotic ones are mainly provided by considering the
approximated distribution of such pixels[14] in each of HPFs of
a histopathology slide image. In fact, in,[14] the main idea for
the extraction of mitosis cells and discriminating them from
the other type of cells is done by a statistical approach. The
statistical approach is based on the guessed (empirically but
not logically) distribution of pixels belonging to mitosis and
non‑mitosis cells in an individual breast cancer histopathology
slide image. Due to this fact, the authors of this paper
suggested gamma distribution for mitosis cells and Gaussian
distribution for the non‑mitosis ones. Then, the parameters
of these guessed distributions are estimated by expectation
maximization (EM) estimation in which there is some specific
parameter adjustment necessary for correct estimation. After
that, as the results of such estimation has made a significant
amount of errors (many number of false positives [FPs]),
thus, a separate feature extraction approach is employed to
classified the extracted potential mitosis candidates from
the non‑mitosis ones using a context aware post‑processing.
Of course, the proposed method is only applied on the
scanner A histopathology slide images and the efficiency of
the results for this database is about 71% which is near the
ones proposed, but our method has less complication and
computational complexity than their proposed method Since
we use maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) for candidate
extraction from filtered and denoized slide images which is
faster than EM. Furthermore, our method uses most reliable
and robust textural features in both pixel‑ and object‑wise
manners, which assures less FP extraction and avoids more
false negatives (FNs) simultaneously not independently like
the proposed gamma‑Gaussian mixture model.
Another proposed method for the whole grading of breast
cancer histopathology slide images is proposed by Roullier
et al. in.[15] The main contribution of this paper is related
to the whole grading of a breast cancer histopathology
slide image in a four level resolution strategy based on
Nottingham grading standard. The MC is done in the
4th level. According to the explanation added by the authors
to this reference, frame counting stereological evaluation
is conducted to quantify the extraction of mitotic cells.
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However due to the sparseness and low number of mitosis
for Grade 1 and 2, this type of stereological evaluation is
not adapted (results will not be statistically significative)
and therefore, the authors have performed the evaluation
only for Grade 3 that exhibits much more mitosis.
The main purpose of this paper is concentrated on
designation of an authentic automatic mitosis detection
CAD for assisting pathologists in MC procedure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next
section, the materials which herein are histopathology slide
images are acquired by means of two different kinds of scanners
and the related procedures for the proposed automatic mitosis
detection system (AMDS) are introduced. Different kinds of
evaluation measures are introduced and implemented over
the acquired datasets in the results section. Finally, to analyze,
compare and conclude the performance of the proposed
AMDS, discussions and conclusion section is added.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To achieve the desired AMDS, some specific tools are
required which must have significantly accurate and reliable
information such as ground truth maps and high resolution
qualities. For this purpose, specific datasets are used whose
origination is described in the following subsection. In
addition, the flowchart‑like scheme of the proposed AMDS
is overviewed step by step in the following subsections.

Image Acquisition Materials
The input images to the proposed AMDS are acquired by
two different equipments named as Aperio XT scanner
with a resolution of 0.2456 μm per pixel and Hamamatsu
NanoZoomer scanner with a slightly better resolution
of 0.2273 μm (horizontal) and 0.22753 μm (vertical) per
pixel so a pixel of scanner H is not exactly a square. The
resolutions of these two scanners and their acquired digital
image sizes are listed in Table 1. According to these two
kinds of scanners, a set of 5 breast cancer biopsy slides have
been used which are provided by Prof. Frédérique Capron
and Dr. Catherine Genestie, two experienced pathologists of
Pitié‑Salpêtrière Hospital in Paris, France.[4] In addition, for
each breast cancer histopathology slides, 10 HPF which are
equivalent to ×40 microscopic magnifications, are selected
with the advice of pathological experts. Each HPF has a
predefined dimension which cited in Table 1. Note that each
mitosis occupies an average space of 300 μm2 and this area
is acquired with different resolutions by each of the named
scanners. Acquiring digital histopathological slide images, it
is the time of image processing for managements essential
for a computerized aided mitosis detection system. In
Figure 1, some histopathological slide images as the samples
of Scanners A and H acquired images and their related
ground‑truth maps for the same patient are depicted.
Vol 4 | Issue 2 | Apr-Jun 2014
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Proposed AMDS Implementation Stages
Similar to any kind of automatic histopathological image
analysis system, the proposed method comprises three
basic image processing steps as following: (1) Pre‑processing
and segmentation,[11] (2) feature extraction and selection[12]
and finally (3) disease detection, classification and
post‑processing.[13] The second phase is testing which
includes automatic mitosis detection procedures based on
the information achieved during the training phase.
In the first step of preprocessing based on the proposed
method, the acquired histopathological slide images are
filtered using 2‑D anisotropic diffusion. The causes for using
such filtering can be as: (a) Low resolution either in spatial or
transform domain; (b) high level of noises; (c) low contrast;
(d) geometric deformations; and (e) presence of image
artifacts. The functionality of such filters is based on some
special partial differential equation whose solutions include
some special conductive co‑efficient functions (CCFs)
computed as follows:[16]
−

+

−

+

C ( x, y ) = [c ( x , y ), c ( x , y ), c ( x, y ), c ( x, y )] (1)
i

i

i

i

T

Table 1: Resolution of the scanners A and H
Scanner name

Resolution
(μm/pixel)

Aperio XT (A)
Hamamatsu
NanoZoomer (H)

i +1
i +1
i
I RGB
( x, y ) = I RGB
( x, y ) + λ C ( x, y )T ∇I RGB
( x, y )(2)
i +1
Where IRGB
( x, y ) stands for the RGB image in step ith of
filtering step. l is the contrast parameter belonging to the
i
interval [0,0.25]. In addition, the definition of ∇I RGB
( x, y )
i
and its relation with C ( x, y ) is as the following formula:
i
i
i
i
∇I RGB
( x, y ) = [∇I RGB
( x− , y ), ∇I RGB
( x+ , y ), ∇I RGB
( x, y − ),

Preprocessing Stage

i

Where Ci (x, y) and C i ( x+ , y + ) stand for the conductive
co‑efficient vector and the CCFs or components in step ith of
filtering step, respectively.

Dimension of
Resolution
HPF to cover
area of a
an area of 512
mitosis
μm2×512
(about 30 μm2)
μm2 (0.262 mm2)

0.2456
0.2273
horizontal and
0.22753 vertical

2084 pixels×
2048 pixels
2252 pixels×
2250 pixels

500 pixels
580 pixels

HPFs – High power fields

i
∇I RGB
( x, y + )]T

C i ( x, y ) = e

 ∇I i ( x, y )
−

κ







(3)

2

(4)
−1

  ∇I i ( x, y )  2 
i
C ( x, y ) = 1 + 
  (5)
κ
 
 

It is worth mentioning that the CCF in (4) predominates larger
regions over the smaller ones whilst the CCF in (5) prefers
high contrast edges to the ones with low contrast. In addition,
each color channel can only be processed by the proceeding
anisotropic diffusion filters separately. The results of different
iterative anisotropic diffusion filtering are depicted in Figure 2.
The main morphological procedures are closing and opening
of the binary image enhanced from the previous filtering
phase as a pre‑process. The most common and conventional
structuring element used for the employed morphological
procedures is a disk with radius 2‑3 (depending on the
morphology action applied to the binary images) and some
other morphology tools such as hole filling, pruning and
binary region properties extraction are exerted for making

a

a

b

b

c

d

Figure 1: Sample of scanners A and H quarterly histopathological slide images
and their related ground-truth maps for the same patient: (a) Original scanner
A histopathological slide image and its related ground-truth map, (b) original
scanner H histopathological slide image and its related ground-truth map
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Figure 2: The binary results of a sample histopathology image before and
after 2D anisotropic diffusion filtering: (a) Original and simple binarized
image, (b-d) binarized images after anisotropic diffusion processing for
different numbers of iterative implementations
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the segmentation results more reliable and near the reality.
In fact, the employed morphological procedures are used
before and after segmentation and completed local binary
patterns (CLBP) pixel‑wise classification phases. After
segmentation, the introduced morphology activities lead
to the binding of the achieved grains related to glandular
mitosis‑like objects.

Pixel‑wise MLE Stage

In previously proposed methods such as[9] and,[13] the focus
is on the features of histology slide images such as object
level or spatial related features and their analysis for mitosis
detection and consequently MC. In this paper, the proposed
method is to extract auxiliary features related to texture of
the tissue in histological images.
The role of MLE in the proposed method is to detect potential
mitosis candidates including the real mitotic objects and
the non‑mitotic ones. This target achieves by employing
a pixel‑wise career for each RGB color planes of digital
histopathological images. In this career, a MLE approach
is exploited to discriminate foreground from background.
For MLE calculations, the posterior probability of each color
pixel with its possession to mitosis or non‑mitosis area
must be computed based on the conditional Bayes’ law:
P (W j | X ) = ∏ i = R,G, B

ρ ( xi | W j ) ρ (W j )
ρ ( xi )

(6)

Where P (W0 | XRGB) =  ( X | W0 )  (W0 ) and P (W1 | XRGB) =
( X )
 ( X | W1 )  (W1 ) are the mitosis and non‑mitosis posterior
( X )
probabilities according to the RGB content of region
candidates in the form of binary objects. As maximizing (1) is
a time‑consuming procedure; therefore, it is preferred to
maximizing the following formula:

a

P (W j | X RGB ) =

∏

i = R, G, B

ρ ( xi | W j ) (7)

Indeed, the MLE helps the pixel‑wised extraction of the
candidates for mitosis and non‑mitosis objects. Figure 3
depicts the sample original and ML estimated graphs for
P (W0 | XRGB) and P (W1 | XRGB).
In the employed MLE, the distributions of the mitotic
and non‑mitotic pixels are both considered as normal or
Gaussian with parameters mW and s2W with the following
i
i
parametric definitions:
p( x |θ W0 ) ≅ N ( µW0 ,σ W2 0 ) θ W0 =  µW0 ,σ W2 0  (8)
p( y |θ W1 ) ≅ N ( µW1 ,σ W2 1 ) θ W1 =  µW1 ,σ W2 1  

(9)

The ML estimation of the mitosis and non‑mitosis
distributions’ parameter vectors θ W1 and θ W0 are calculated
as the following formulas:
 ∂p( y |θ W0 ) 
 ∂p( y |θ W1 ) 




∂p( x |θ W0 )  ∂µW0  ∂p( x |θ W1 )  ∂µW1 
=
=
 , ∂θ W
(10)
∂θ W0
∂
θ
∂
θ
(
|
(
|
p
y
p
y
W0 )
W1 )
1




 ∂σ W2 0 
 ∂σ W2 1 
The above formulas are computed due to the related
optimization principal which states that the global
extremes of an objective function match the zeros of its
differentiation. According to this description, the following
formulas can be computed for the estimated unknown
parameters mW and s2W of each pixels class:
i

i

µWi =

1
N Wi

σ W2 i =

1
N Wi

NWi

∑P
ki =1

ki

(11)

NWi

∑ (P
ki =1

ki

− µ wi

) (12)
2

b

Figure 3: Histogram of the employed maximum likelihood estimation (a) before and (b) after estimation
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where Pk stands for the pixels belonging to the class
i
Wi, i = 0, 1.
It is very important that these segmentation procedures leads
to the extraction of all possible objective candidates as mitosis
ones in foreground, therefore there are not only mitoses among
the segmented areas but also there are some other objects
such as lymphocytes, blood spots and some other confusingly
objects segmented along with mitoses which must be removed
during the classification procedure. Furthermore, in some
previously proposed methods such as the one proposed in[17] by
Viola et al., a “cascade” manner of features are employed which
is more complicated than other kinds of feature arrangements.
For achieving to the purpose of providing suitable classification,
specific and reliable features must be extracted from all
objects and then a robust and near optimum classifier has to
be employed for discriminating mitotic cells from non‑mitotic
ones. The next subsections are related to these facts.

Object‑wise CLBP Texture Features

The most important textural features extracted from
predefined and training mitoses are the most significant
CLBP components, i.e., the sign and magnitude of CLBP.[18]
The benefits and priorities of these features return to
their simple computation and also their specific statistical
modalities. The CLBP can be computed for different
neighboring radius (R) and number of pixels (P). Moreover,
Figure 4 presents the arithmetic mechanism for computing
sign and magnitude elements for CLBP feature vectors. In
fact, the LBP sign and magnitude of a given pixel in a digital
histological image in a neighborhood with determined R
and P can be computed as the following:[18]

textural feature analysis such as entropy moments with
no doubt about their consistency. The arrangement and
combination of the features can be various. For instance,
the extracted feature vectors from each CLBP components,
i.e., sign and magnitude features can be combined with
each other in either joint or concatenate manners for the
whole RGB color channels. These arrangements affect both
computational complexity and classification convergence
time‑consuming. In fact, the advantages of CLBP is deduced
by statistical considerations for both sign and magnitude
components. The sign component sp follows a Bernoulli
n +1

1− n

distribution Q (n) = b 2 (1 − b) 2 with b = 0.5 and n ∈ {-1, 1}
whilst the magnitude or difference component mp obeys a
single‑side Laplace distribution Q(n) = e(-n/l)/l, n ≥ 0. After
some mathematical calculation, it is derived that Es = l2 and
Em = 4l2. These results show that sp and mp can preserve
more textural features which lead to better pattern
recognition performance.

Support Vector Machine: Supervised Classifier

At last, a suitable classifier must be used which has not the
high computational complexity like back propagation Neural
networks and also not be combined from week classifier
like Adaboost.[19] According to such considerations, SVM is
chosen as the convenient and also a conventional classifier.
The responsibility of SVM classifier is to differentiate
between the feature vectors derived from developed
pixel‑wise MLE stage and object‑wise CLBP. In general, SVM
is a classifier which is the outcome of solving the following
optimization problem:[20]
1
m
min W T W + C ∑ i ==1ξ i (15)
w , b,ξ 2

1, x ≥ 0
P −1
LBP _ SR, P = ∑ l = 0 s( gl − gc )2l , s( x) = 
(13)
0, x < 0
1, x ≥ c
P −1
LBP _ M R, P = ∑ l = 0 t( gl , gc )2l , t( x, c ) = 
(14)
0, x < c

where i ≥ 0, i = 1, … , m.[20] Figure 5 depicts the
concatenation of object‑wise extracted CLPB feature
vectors for each color channel to be considered as the input
elements of the SVM classifier.

The previously proposed CLBP algorithm is only applied to
blocks of images. In this paper, we developed a new CLBP
platform which is able to compute the sign and magnitude
components of an object in a candidate region of a histology
slide image. The priority of object‑wise CLBP extraction is in
two aspects: First, the processed objects never has overlap
over the other ones but bounding boxes in the form of blocks
may cause aliasing distortion of mitosis and non‑mitosis
objective candidates acquired from the MLE phase. Second,
the extracted CLBP features can be fussed with some other

Mitosis and non‑mitosis object vectors are given to SVM
to be trained and in the test stage, the candidates regions
are classified as a container of either mitosis or non‑mitosis
objects. Moreover, the employed SVM is a non‑linear

Figure 4: Schematic of typical local binary patterns sign and magnitude
computations for R = 1 and P = 8

Figure 5: Combination and arrangement of completed local binary patterns
feature
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classifier with a polynomial kernel from order P > 4 and less
than 20 for object‑wise feature vectors classification and a
radial basis function kernel with parameter k = 0.1 exerted
for pixel‑wise classification purposes.

proposed method on two histopathological slide images for
both set A and set H.

Proposed Method Review

These metrics can be divided into different categories. The
most important and useful evaluation metrics are either
object or region based measures.

As a brief review, the proposed automatic mitosis detection
method includes the following stages in training and test
phases: (1) Pre‑processing such as morphological and 2D
anisotropic diffusion processes, (2) MLE, (3) textural feature
extraction using CLBP and (4) SVM classification based on the
local and textural features extracted from histopathology
slide images. The sequence of these stages depends on
different factors such as the following: In which phase it
is located and also for which purpose it is exploited. In
general, a schematic block diagram of the two‑phase AMDS
is shown in Figure 6 in which the implementation stages
and their inter‑ and intra‑interactions are illustrated.

Definition of Evaluation Metrics

Object‑based Evaluation Metrics

To analyze these results and in fact to analyze the performance
of the proposed AMDS especially in the phase of classification,
it is essential to employ some useful quantitative statistical
metrics such as true positive rate (TPR), positive predictive
value (PPV) and the effectiveness F‑measure as object based
metrics defined as in the following formulas:[21]
True positive = Number of true objects detected
FP = Number of objects detected incorrectly
FN = Number of objects rejected or undetected incorrectly

RESULTS

True negative (TN) = Number of objects rejected falsely.

After applying the trained system to the test datasets, the
results shown in the Tables 2‑7 and are achieved. Moreover,
Figure 7 illustrates the visual results of implementing the

Recall or sensitivity ( TPR ) =

TP
(16)
(TP + FN)

Figure 6: Training and test phases of proposed automatic mitosis detection method

Table 2: Implementation results of the proposed method for the test set A of histology slide images
Parameters

Dataset
A00_00 A00_08 A01_04 A01_06 A01_09 A02_00 A02_01 A02_03 A02_07 A03_00 A03_01 A03_04 A04_03 A04_07 A04_09

(TP+FN)
TP
FP
FN

6
2
10
4

2
2
2
0

11
9
5
2

4
4
3
0

9
7
1
2

3
3
2
0

2
2
0
0

1
0
0
1

4
2
1
2

19
13
2
6

9
7
0
2

12
7
2
5

9
7
1
2

5
4
1
1

4
3
1
1

TP – True positive; FP – False positive; FN – False negative; TN – True negative

Table 3: Implementation results of the proposed method for the test set H of histology slide images
Parameters

Dataset
H00_00 H00_08 H01_04 H01_06 H01_09 H02_00 H02_01 H02_03 H02_07 H03_00 H03_01 H03_04 H04_03 H04_07 H04_09

TP+FN
TP
FP
FN

6
6
0
0

2
2
1
0

11
1
0
10

4
1
0
3

9
6
1
3

3
3
2
0

2
2
0
0

1
0
1
1

4
2
2
2

19
14
1
5

9
6
0
3

12
7
2
5

9
5
2
4

5
4
1
1

4
2
0
2

TP – True positive; FP – False positive; FN – False negative; TN – True negative
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Figure 7: Sample of histopathology slide images before and after proposed automatic mitosis detection employment for (a) scanner A and (b) scanner H

Table 4: Evaluation results of the proposed method for the test set A of histology slide images due to region‑based metrics
Test
frames

Local
mean

Local standard
deviation

Nb Pts. inter

Nb Pts. seg

Nb Pts. gt

Area
overlap

Area
recall

Area
specificity

Area
precision

Area
F‑measure

A00_00
A00_08
A01_04
A01_06
A01_09
A02_00
A02_01
A02_03
A02_07
A03_00
A03_01
A03_04
A04_03
A04_07
A04_09

0.822
1.743
2.460
2.688
1.156
0.943
1.128
0
0.939
2.269
1.338
1.106
1.675
0.861
1.672

0.738
0.233
5.766
3.152
1.297
0.312
0.449
0
0.206
4.084
2.339
1.242
3.654
0.650
2.174

953
650
5116
2818
4716
1372
1261
0
728
5098
2531
2863
4055
2689
2760

33
759
2291
1294
2825
1935
870
0
1039
4971
3212
3103
2679
1786
1815

286
40
1991
1098
788
0
62
0
0
701
128
73
864
78
288

0.749
0.449
0.544
0.541
0.566
0.415
0.575
0
0.412
0.473
0.431
0.474
0.534
0.591
0.568

0.769
0.942
0.720
0.720
0.857
1
0.953
0
1
0.879
0.952
0.975
0.824
0.972
0.906

0.9999
0.9998
0.9994
0.9997
0.9993
0.9995
0.9998
1
0.9997
0.9988
0.9992
0.9992
0.9993
0.9995
0.9995

0.9665
0.4613
0.6906
0.6853
0.6254
0.4149
0.5917
0
0.4120
0.5063
0.4407
0.4799
0.6022
0.6009
0.6033

0.8566
0.6193
0.7050
0.7020
0.7230
0.5864
0.7302
0
0.5836
0.6426
0.6025
0.6432
0.6960
0.7426
0.7241

Table 5: Complete list of participating research groups in the
Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest for Aperio XT Images according to
the recall, precision and F‑measure (F‑score)
Participant group name
IDSIA
IPAL[24]
SUTECH
NEC[25]
UTRECHT[26]
WARWICK[14]
NUS
ISIK[28]
ETH[27]
OKAN
IITG
DREXEL
BII
QATAR
[23]

Precision

Recall

F1‑score

0.88
0.69
0.70
0.74
0.51
0.46
0.63
0.28
0.14
0.78
0.17
0.14
0.10
0.0

0.70
0.74
0.72
0.59
0.68
0.57
0.40
0.68
0.80
0.22
0.46
0.21
0.32
0.94

0.782
0.718
0.709
0.659
0.583
0.513
0.490
0.397
0.374
0.343
0.255
0.172
0.156
0.005

TP
(17)
(TP+FN)
Harmonic mean of precision and recall is a reliable
and conventional metric for assessment of object‑ and
region‑based criteria.

Precision (PPV ) =

F-measure =(1 +  2 )

Pr ecision × Re call
(18)
 × Re call + Pr ecision
2
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or
Effectiveness F‑measure (relative weight 0 < b < 1):
This metric allows weighting the relevance of a correct
classification:[21]
Effective F-measure β =

TPR × PPV

(1 − β ) × TPR + β × PPV

(19)

In contrast, the performance of the annotation tasks,
i.e., the identification of the concepts presented in an
image with multiple biological concepts, was quantified in
terms of its sensitivity, or TPR, specificity or TN rate and
accuracy as:
Specificity (SPC )=
Accuracy ( ACC )=

TN
(20)
(FP+TN)

(TP+TN)
(21)
(TP+FP+TN+FN)

Region‑based evaluation metrics

As the proposed method declares, the CLBP feature
extraction is applied object‑wise to the potential mitosis
candidates derived from the proposed segmentation
procedure. Therefore, the assessment of the truly extracted
and distinguished objects with the ones in the ground truth
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Table 6: Evaluation results of the proposed method for the test set H of histology slide images due to region‑based metrics
Test
frames

Local
mean

Local standard
deviation

Nb Pts. inter

Nb Pts. seg

Nb Pts. gt

Area
overlap

Area
recall

Area
specificity

Area
precision

Area
F‑measure

H00_00
H00_08
H01_04
H01_06
H01_09
H02_00
H02_01
H02_03
H02_07
H03_00
H03_01
H03_04
H04_03
H04_07
H04_09

1.644
1.224
4.911
1.482
2.226
2.232
1.598
0
1.068
1.793
1.337
1.102
2.810
1.076
2.264

1.678
1.326
0
0
3.427
2.257
0.326
0
0.135
3.483
1.007
1.282
3.210
0.507
0.5608

3457
647
258
1744
3419
1497
1399
0
947
6115
2512
2848
3735
2968
2796

1678
410
55
289
1378
1312
570
0
765
5008
2375
2703
696
392
766

783
211
403
205
1855
213
193
0
0
629
73
40
2397
1502
609

0.584
0.510
0.360
0.779
0.514
0.495
0.647
0
0.553
0.520
0.506
0.509
0.547
0.610
0.670

0.815
0.754
0.390
0.895
0.648
0.875
0.879
0
1
0.907
0.972
0.986
0.609
0.664
0.821

0.9997
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9997
0.9997
0.9999
1
0.9998
0.9990
0.9995
0.9995
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998

0.673
0.612
0.824
0.858
0.713
0.533
0.711
0
0.553
0.550
0.514
0.513
0.843
0.883
0.785

0.737
0.676
0.530
0.876
0.679
0.663
0.786
0
0.712
0.685
0.672
0.675
0.707
0.758
0.803

Table 7: Complete ranking list of participating
research groups in the Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest for
Hamamatsu images according to the recall, precision and
F‑measure (F‑score)
Participant group name
SUTECH
IPAL[24]
NEC[25]
DEFINIENS

Precision

Recall

F1‑score

0.8243
0.5591
0.7586
0.4615

0.61
0.71
0.44
0.30

0.7011
0.6256
0.5570
0.3636

map is done based on a state of the art region growing based
method. Two segmentation similarity indices (the Zijdenbos
and the Jaccard) exist to measure the segmentation
performance. The Zijdenbos similarity index (ZSI) as shown
by Zijdenbos et al.,[22] is a well‑known metric for performance
assessment of any region‑based segmentation method. It
measures the percentage of the overlapping ratio between
the two shapes automatic segmented area and manually
segmented area. ZSI is defined as:
ZSI = 2 ×

A( S)  A(G )
A( S) + A(G )

(22)

where A (S) and A (G) are the generated binary image by
the proposed method and the ground truth objects selected
manually by the pathologists, respectively.
In addition to ZSI, the Jaccard similarity index (JSI) and
other related indices are also calculated to provide
comprehensive evaluation of the method. The JSIs which
deal with the surface of the objects, are defined as the
following formulas:
Overlap ( JSI) =

Sensitivity =

A( S) ∩ A(G )
A( S) ∪ A(G )

(23)

A( S) ∩ A(G )
(24)
A(G )
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Specificity =

PPV =

N − A( S) ∪ A(G )
(25)
N − A(G )

A( S) ∩ A(G )
A( S)

(26)

where N, A (S) and A (G) are the total number of pixels in HPF,
the area of extracted mitosis and the area of ground truth
mitosis, respectively. |A(S)| and |A(G)| are the number of
pixels of the area of segmented and ground truth mitoses,
respectively.
There are some other region‑based (segmentation) error
indices which are calculated as follows:
Extra Fraction =
Miss Fraction=

( N − A(G))  A( S)
A(G )

A(G )  ( N − A( S))
A(G )

(27)

(28)

where A(S) and A(G) have the same definition as employed in
the previous formulas.

Evaluation Metrics Implementation
These subjective evaluation metrics are used to assess the
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed AMDS. Pathologists also
assess their researches in the field of histopathology studies
according to their objective assessment criteria, but their
analysis is issued based on the subjective metrics. According
to these measurements, the results shown in Tables 4 and 5
are achieved which include both region‑ and object‑based
measures for the A and H and evaluation datasets.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
These subjective evaluation metrics are used to assess the
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed AMDS. Pathologists
Vol 4 | Issue 2 | Apr-Jun 2014
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also assess their researches in the field of histopathology
studies according to their objective assessment criteria,
but their analysis is issued based on the subjective metrics.
According to these metrics, the results shown in Tables 4
and 5 are achieved. The results shown in Tables 6 and 7 are
achieved due to the region‑based measures for the A and H
and evaluation datasets.

Discussions
In this subsection, two distinct aspects are considered
for analysis. First, the most successful proposed methods
participated at Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest are analyzed and
discussed. Then, the evaluation results achieved by the
proposed AMDS in this paper have been concluded.

Comparison Between the Proposed Method and
Competitive Ones

As mentioned before, the proposed AMDS has competed
with some other proposed method based on an international
contest introduced as Mitos‑ICPR2012. According to the
contest results and also the abstract of the other proposed
methods, it can be inferred that the proposed method of
this paper has the following differences with those ones in
the ranks near it:
• Image and Pervasive Access Lab (IPAL)[24] proposed a
method for AMDS based on only a single color channel
in order to reduce complexity and also data length
reduction. They have also employed the following
procedures for their presented AMDS: Detection of
candidate regions based on blue ratio, Laplacian of
Gaussian, thresholding and morphological operations
and extraction of first and second order statistics
features for segmenting regions of selected candidate
and at the last phase, classification of the extracted
feature vectors. According to their deduction, the
classification performance was poor while employing
all extracted features for classification of mitosis and
non‑mitosis region. That is because of irrelevancy and
redundancy of those whole features
• NEC[25] research group proposed a method for
AMDS in which the features of nuclei such as color,
texture and shape information of segmented regions
around the nuclei are extracted by a conventional
neural network (CNN), processed them by Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) due to RGB color channels
and finally classified feature vectors by a SVM with a
variety of kernels from linear to cubic polynomial
models. This method suffers from two deficiencies:
First, a CNN is used for extraction of features which
is complicated and may have highly computational
complexity and secondly the classifier is done over the
reduced size feature vectors because of applying of PCA
to the extracted RGB features
• DEFINIENS presents a Cognition Network Technology
application combined with standard data mining
Vol 4 | Issue 2 | Apr-Jun 2014

•

methods to describe shape and color of mitotic
phases and other related properties. For the complex
problem of mitosis detection, they combine their
proposed method with the standard classification and
regression tree algorithm. The implementation results
demonstrate that in spite of their proposed method
complexity, it is not as efficient as it is expected
IDSIA[23] research group claims that they solve
the problem of Mitosis detection in Histological
Images (MITOS dataset) by means of pixel classifiers.
However, their proposed method is highly depends on
the content of and integrity of the digital histopathology
slide images and therefore can only performs successful
for the images acquired by A scanner.

All other proposed methods by the rest participating groups
also suffer from some specific shortcoming which leads to
the results depicted in Charts 1 and 2.

Evaluation Results Discussion
As the results of the Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest shows, the
proposed AMDS has better performance than the other
competitive methods, especially due to the f‑measure
metrics. In addition, the region‑based metrics demonstrate
the spatial accuracy of this method for seeking and tracking
found mitoses. In general, the proposed method is in an
acceptable level of accuracy, robustness and reliability.
The results shown in Tables 2‑7 are reported and evaluated by
the Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest holder. In general, Tables 2 and 3
indicate the ability of the proposed method for detecting
mitosis objects and also its ability to discriminate mitosis
from non‑mitosis objects correctly for both dataset images
acquired by scanner A and H, respectively. On the other
hand, Tables 4 and 6 comprise the region‑based detection
capability of the proposed method for both scanners A
and H. The competitive results of the proposed method in
comparison with other contestants at Mitos‑ICPR2012 for
scanners A and H are listed in Tables 5 and 7, respectively.
As it can be seen, the proposed method is between the
first three winners of the Mitos‑ICPR2012 contests, third
for scanner A and first for scanner H. Again, it is worth to
remind that the results are evaluated and reported by the
sponsors and holders of the accredited Mitos‑ICPR2012.

CONCLUSION
The evaluation and implementation results demonstrate
that the proposed automatic mitosis detection algorithm
based on textural features extracted from histopathological
slide images is an efficient and feasible method for mitosis
detection and consequently counting. In the proposed
method, some important notes are considered such as usage
of sign and magnitude CLPB feature vectors in concatenate
manner instead of joint mode.
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Chart 2: Complete ranking list of participating research groups in the
Mitos‑ICPR2012 contest for Hamamatsu images according to the recall,
precision and F‑measure (F‑score)
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